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The Secretariat has received a communication dated 30 May 2008 from the Permanent Mission of the 
Federal Republic of Germany, attaching a document entitled “Ensuring Access to Nuclear Fuel and 
Enrichment Services Multilateral Enrichment Sanctuary Project (MESP)”. 

As requested in that communication, the document is herewith circulated for the information of 
Member States. 
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Easuriag Acc~1S 10 Nuclur FUel lUld Enricbm~nl S~rvh::ta 

Mulli latual Enrkbmrat Slaclulry Project (MESP) 

INfClRC/ 727 "ft.· , .... 

On 4 May, 2007. the German Govenunent prncnlro its proposal MuhUatcralizing the 

NLKI~ar Fuel Cyc~ to Member Slates of the: IAEA ( lNFClRcn04). The discussi()l1 piper 

outlined !he aiml. core ~Iem~nts and backQJ'Ound tu the Zlbov~-menliuned proposal. 

Thc: discussion, which gained new mumentum follDwing the rt:lXlrt o f the IAEA Direclor 

General's expert Group un Multilateral Appruachcs to the Nuc lear Fuel Cycle and the Special 

Event at the IAEA 50'~ General Cunf~n:nee, has been intensi fied since. The Intcmatiunal 

Conference un NuclellT Fuel Supply, Chall~nBes and Opportunities held in Berlin un 17 and 

I & April 2008 focused un s\tlltegic implications of a discussion o f uranium supply and 

enrichment and demonstraled that a common undc~tanding o f the importance ofthc subjed is 

emergmg. 

The German prolXlsal for a Multilateral Enrichmenl Sanctuary Projcct (MESP) has been 

presented in various fora and widely discussed with diITcrent partidpants. 

The German Government would like 10 update its infurmation Qrl this proposal and would be 

grateful if the IAEA and its Membct Stales cuuld give its proposal serious a« enl ion and 

invites all interested parties to panicipate in further discuss inns. 

Developments since MDy 2007 

Since its publication in INFCIRcn04, the German Govenunent is involved in di!;Cussiom at 

expert levcl " 'ith the LAEA Se<:n:tariatlO n:finc the proposal . identify and clarify important 

questions and adapt the proposal tD techn ical and legal necessities . In addition the Gemlan 

Government has presented the prnlXlSlllto varinus audiences. In October 2007, it organized a 

wurkshop fur German decisinn-makers also &lIended by nther EUlVpean countries and 

Members nf the European Parliament. In February 2008, it presented the proposal 10 Member 

States of the IAEA in Viellllll. In April 2008. it organi7.ed the internatiunal Fuel Cycle 

Cnnfen:nce in Berlin logetheT with the United Kingdom iUld the Netherlands tn clarify the 

background of uranium $upply and enrichment and engage espedally thnse countries who had 

n:cently voiced their interest in nuclear power. ·111e German proposal. which includes creative 
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out-of-the-box thinking, has been refined and amended; in the meantime, draft model 

agreements to organize the relationship between a Host Country and the IAEA as well as 

between the IAEA and a Group of Interested States are being worked out. Together with its 

different partners, Germany intends to continue discussions on the issue of Assurances of 

Supply of Nuclear Fuel with interested partners in the near future. 

Main elements of the Multilateral Emichment Sanctuary Froject (MESP): 

1. A Group of Interested States (GIS) agrees among themselves and with the IAEA to 

build one (or more) emichment plant(s) in a special territory (Multilateral Emichment 

Sanctuary = MES). The plant(s) would operate under normal market conditions. The GIS 

would invite their national industries to set up a Commercial International Company which 

fmances, constructs and manages an emichment plant on a commercial basis. The 

Commercial Company would be owned, governed and managed under rules set by the GIS 

and their national industries. Standards concerning fin~cial soundness, liability coverage, 

provisions for decommissioning etc. will have to be agreed with the IAEA. 

2. A Host Country would cede the administration and certain sovereignty rights to the 

IAEA in a part of its territory. The IAEA would have full control over the low-emiched 

uranium (LEU) exported from this area as well as all the necessary rights to allow the 

construction and management of one or more uranium t:)nrichment plants. The IAEA would 

act as the nuclear regulator for the operation of the plants. 

3. The IAEA would have to agree upon a binding catalogue of criteria, adherence to which 

would serve as the basis for the release of deliveries of LEU from this area. The emichment 

plant would offer enrichment services to all potential clients which fulfil the criteria set by the 

IAEA. The supply ofLEU would not be limited to the nuelear power plants of the GIS. 

4. The emichment plant(s) could in addition provide a revolving buffer stock of LEU 

which, released only by order of the Director General of the IAEA, would serve as a crisis 

mechanism to supply countries in need, in cases of politipal, i.e. not commercial or technical, 

interruption of supply. 
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Expected achievements: 

1. The proposal is fully in line with the analytical set of criteria which the European Union 

formulated in June 2007 (European Non Paper on the Nuclear Fuel Cycle for lAEA 

discussions). It is especially proliferation-resistant, because an internationally-run enrichment 

centre will be under strict control of the lAEA and apply highest standards of safety, security 

and safeguards. It will increase the level of assurance of supply because the enrichment plant 

is taken out of any national decision-making process and its deliveries are based on prior 

consent based on clear criteria. It is fully consistent with equal rights and obligations as it is 

based on voluntary participation and does not infringe any existing rights. What is more, the 

proposal is market neutral because the enrichment plant will participate in the functioning 

market as an additional supplier with equal rights and obligations in relation to other 

participants. 

2. The proposal is based on voluntary participation. It has a high potential to encourage 

countries not to create their own national enrichment capacity by giving them an opportunity 

to fully participate in international enrichment on the most advanced technical level. 

3. The proposal finds a (new) balance between the interests of enrichment-technology 

holders and potential consumers, between the legitimate interest to protect intellectual 

property and hinder the spread of sensitive technologies on the one hand and the highest 

possible level of assurance of supply on the other. 

4. The proposal ensures that legitimate limits on the spread of sensitive technology do not 

result in inappropriate restrictions on economic development. 

5. The proposal provides a cost-efficient alternative in international enrichment, controlled 

by the lAEA, thus serving the non-proliferation goal by increasing the level of supply of 

nuclear fuel. 

6. The proposal is not limited to one single enrichment plant, it is flexible enough to 

permit several similar projects in different regions on a non-discriminatory basis and under 

full control of the lAEA. 
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7. The project should be implemented under the highest available standards of safety, 

security and safeguards and thus further the advancement of standards in this regard. 

The German Government invites all interested parties to engage in intense discussion to 

further shape this proposal and clarify the general background of nuclear fuel supply. 




